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1.      (a)     (i)      M1 drawn curve starts at reactants and ends at products
Tapered lines into the original curve gain credit for M1
M2 curve peak is below the one drawn in the question
(and may show one/two humps)
Mark M1 and M2 independently
2
(ii)     Exothermic (reaction)
Ignore “ΔH is negative”
1
(iii)     Σ bond (enthalpy) reactants < Σ bond (enthalpy) products
The sum for H2 and I2/reactants is less than/lower than/smaller than
the sum for 2HI/products
OR
The sum for 2HI/products is more than/larger than/bigger than the
sum for H2 and I2/reactants
Accept “It OR the sum will be smaller or less”
1
(iv)    M1 p
2
M2 – (q – p)
OR
p – q
OR
– q + p
M2 demands that the sign for an exothermic reaction is part of the outcome mathematically.
Ignore case
(b)     (i)      Increase/speed up/faster (rate of attainment of equilibrium)
OR
Increase/speed up/faster rate of both forward and reverse reaction
OR
Increase/speed up/faster rate of reaction
Credit “It took less time”
1
(ii)     M1    Increase/speed up/faster (rate of attainment of equilibrium)
M2    More particles/molecules in a given volume/space
OR the particles/molecules are closer together
OR an increase in concentration.
M3    More/higher chance of successful/effective/productive
collisions (between particles)
OR more collisions/higher chance of collisions (of particles)
with E>EAct
If M1 is blank, mark on and credit M1 in the text
If M1 is given as “decrease”/“no effect”/”no change” then CE = 0 for clip
In M1, if increase both the forward and reverse reaction, but no mention of rate, penalise M1 but mark on.
In M1, if increase either forward rate or reverse rate only, then penalise M1 but mark on.
Penalise M3 if an increase in the value of EAct/energy of particles is stated.
Max 1 for M2 and M3 if reference to “atoms”
3
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2.      (a)     (i)      mol CH4 = 0.75
1
mol H2O = 1.5
1
mol H2 = 1(.0)
1
(ii)     0.15 (mol dm–3)
conseq = (mol CH4)/5
1
(b)     (i)      file_0.png
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not just numbers
do not penalise ( )
If wrong Kc no marks for calc but allow units conseq to their Kc
1
(ii)     file_2.png
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No marks for calc if concs used wrongly or wrong values inserted
1
0.025(4)
1
mol2 dm–6
allow 1 here for correct units from wrong Kc
1
(c)     increase
if wrong, no further marks in (c)
1
M1    lower P
1
M2    eqm shifts to side with more moles (Le Chatelier)
not “greater volume” for M1 but allow “moves to form a greater volume” for M2
1
(d)     (forward reaction is) endothermic or backward reaction is exothermic
1
eqm shifts in exothermic direction or to oppose reduction
of or change in temp
This mark must have reference to temp change or exothermic reaction
1
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3.              (a)     (i)      Initiation
Br2   file_4.png
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   2Br•
First propagation
Br• + CHF3   file_6.png
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   •CF3 + HBr
Second propagation
Br2 + •CF3   file_8.png
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   CBrF3 + Br•
Termination
2•CF3   file_10.png
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   C2F6 OR CF3CF3
OR
2Br•   file_12.png
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   Br2
OR
Br• + •CF3   file_14.png
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   CBrF3
Penalise absence of dot once only
Credit the dot anywhere on the radical
4
(ii)     Ultra-violet / uv / sunlight
OR
T > 100°C OR high temperature
1
(b)     (i)      
file_16.png
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Displayed formula required with the radical dot on carbon
1
(ii)     (The) C‒Br (bond) breaks more readily / is weaker than (the) C‒Cl (bond) (or converse)
OR
The C‒Br bond enthalpy / bond strength is less than that for C‒Cl (or converse)
Requires a comparison between the two bonds
Give credit for an answer that suggests that the UV frequency / energy may favour C‒Br bond breakage rather than C‒Cl bond breakage
Ignore correct references either to size, polarity or electronegativity
Credit correct answers that refer to, for example “the bond between carbon and bromine requires less energy to break than the bond between carbon and chlorine”
1
(iii)    M1
Br•   +   O3  file_18.png
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   BrO•   +   O2
M2
BrO•   +   O3  file_20.png
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   Br•   +   2O2
M1 and M2 could be in either order
Credit the dot anywhere on the radical
Penalise absence of dot once only
Penalise the use of multiples once only
M3 One of the following
They / it / the bromine (atom)
•        does not appear in the overall equation
•        is regenerated
•        is unchanged at the end
•        has not been used up
•        provides an alternative route / mechanism
3
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4.      (a)     file_22.png
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May circle 4 C’s separately
1
(b)     
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Ignore δ+ and δ- unless wrong
4
(c)     Reagent: H2O or water OR steam, Or dilute sulphuric acid (1)
Condition: heat, or warm, or boil or reflux [50-100°C] (1)
Name of compound C: 2-methylbutan-2-ol (1)
Allow 2-methylbutane-2-ol
Penalise hydroxy-2-methylbutane and 2-methylbut-2-ol once only in the paper
3
(d)     Identity of alcohol D: 2-methylbutan-1-ol (1),
OR its structure, could describe
                                 structure
          Explanation: C formed via t-carbocation; D via p-carbocation, (1)
                     tertiary more stable than primary (1)
If have wrong carbocation can still score stability mark
3
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5.      (a)     (i)      C6H12O6 → 2C2H5OH + 2CO2;
(penalise C2H6O once only in this question)
1
(ii)     Concentrated H2SO4 OR concentrated H3PO4 OR Al2O3;
(penalise aqueous or dilute as a contradiction)
1
C2H5OH → C2H4 + H2O OR C2H5OH → H2C = CH2 + H2O;
(penalise CH2.CH2 and CH2-CH2 and CH2 : CH2 for ethene)
1

(b)     (i)      C18H34O2 Only;
1
C9H17O    Only;
(empirical formula is not consequential on molecular formula)
1
(ii)     (An unsaturated compound) contains (at least) one double bond
OR
         Contains C=C;
(must be a positive statement)
1
(iii)     M1: Bromine water
         OR
         Br2(aq)
         OR
         Bromine
         OR
         Br2;
(penalise “bromide water”, but mark on)
1
M1: decolourised or goes colourless
OR
         from brown/red/orange/yellow to colourless;
(Must be “colourless” not “clear” for M2)
(chemical error if no reagent or wrong reagent, loses both marks) (credit KMnO 4 for M1, (purple) to colourless for M2 (if acidified) OR (purple) to brown/brown precipitate (if alkaline or unspecified) (No credit for hydrogen or iodine as reagents)
1
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6.      (a)     (i)      q = mc ΔT
Ignore case except T
1
(ii)     8.80 × 1.92 × 9.5 = 161 (J) to 160.5(12) (J)
Credit 0.161 provided it is clear that it is kJ.
Penalise wrong units
1
(iii)     11.95 × 0.96 × 9.5 = 109 (J) to 108.98(4) (J)
Credit 0.109 provided it is clear that it is kJ.
Penalise wrong units.
1
(iv)    M1    Addition of (a)(ii) and (a)(iii)
M2    Multiply by 10 and convert to kJ (divide by 1000)
leading to an answer
Consequential on (a)(ii) and (a)(iii)
Penalise wrong units
Ignore the sign
         Therefore ΔH = (–) 2.69 OR (–) 2.7(0) (kJ mol–1)
Ignore greater numbers of significant figures (2.69496)
Subtraction in M1 is CE
2

(b)     One from:
•        No account has been taken of the intermolecular forces initially
in the two liquids OR each liquid has its own intermolecular
forces in operation before mixing.
•        The liquids may react or reference to reaction or reference
to bonds broken or formed
Any statement which shows that there are other intermolecular forces to consider.
Ignore heat loss and ignore poor mixing.
1
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7.      (a)     Sulfur OR S OR S8
Sulphur
1
(b)     M1    The activation energy is the minimum / least / lowest
Mark these independently
1
          M2    Energy for a reaction to occur / to go / to start
         OR
         Energy for a successful / effective collision
1
(c)     Explanation:
M1    Twice as many / double number of particles
M1 NOT molecules
1
          M2    More / twice / double (effective) collisions (in a given time)
         OR
         Double / greater / increased collision frequency
1
(d)     (i)      (Measured) change in concentration (of a substance) in unit time
/ given time
May be written mathematically
OR the gradient of the concentration (against) time
1
(ii)     The measured change / amount (of precipitate) / cloudiness is
fixed or constant or unchanged
1
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8.      (a)     Reaction 2: NaOH OR KOH (1) M1     alcohol (ic) OR ethanol (ic)(1) M2
ignore heat
Condition mark linked to correct reagent but award M2 if OH– or base or alkali mentioned
Reaction 3: concentrated H2SO4 OR H3PO4 M1 (1) heat (1) M2
OR 150°C - 200°C
Condition mark linked to correct reagent but award M2 if H2SO4 or H3PO4, but not concentrated
Penalise reagent and condition if dilute H2SO4 / H3PO4
4

(b)     Mechanism:
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Award M3 file_28.png
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 independently 
M1 and M2 must be to / from correct places
E1 mechanism possible in which M2 file_30.png
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Name: of mechanism = elimination (1)
NOT dehydrohalogenation
Ignore “base” OR “nucleophilic” before elimination
Reason: Reaction 2 has (very) low yield (1)
5
QoL     OR chloroethane has to be made (from ethane)
     OR chloroethane is expensive
     OR chloroethane is not readily available
(c)     Mechanism:
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Name of mechanism = elimination (1)
NOT dehydration alone
Reason: Ethanol could come from (fermentation of) renewable
QoL     sugars / glucose / carbohydrates / sources (1)
6
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